
Shut Down The Modern Pass Game With
Simple Coverage Rules

The modern game of football has evolved to rely heavily on the passing game.
Quarterbacks and receivers are constantly pushing the boundaries of what was
once thought possible. To be successful on defense, it is essential to have a solid
understanding of coverage rules and techniques that can neutralize the passing
attack. In this article, we will explore some simple coverage rules that can help
shut down the modern pass game.

1. Press Coverage

Press coverage is a technique where defensive backs line up directly across from
the receivers at the line of scrimmage and try to disrupt their routes. By applying
pressure at the line, it becomes harder for receivers to get a clean release and
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gain separation. This allows the defense to disrupt timing and potentially force the
quarterback into making rushed decisions.
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When using press coverage, it is important for defensive backs to have good
footwork and quick hands. They need to be able to jam the receivers without
getting beaten deep. Additionally, communication between the defensive backs is
crucial to avoid leaving any gaps in coverage.

2. Zone Coverage

Zone coverage involves dividing the field into different areas or zones, and each
defender is responsible for covering their specific zone. This allows defenders to
have a better understanding of the field and react accordingly to any receivers in
their zone. Zone coverage is effective against short to intermediate passes and
can help take away passing lanes.
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The key to successful zone coverage is proper communication and coordination
among the defenders. Each player needs to understand their zone
responsibilities and know when to pass off receivers as they move through
different zones. By keeping the zones well-covered, it becomes challenging for
the quarterback to find open receivers and exploit the defense.

3. Man-to-Man Coverage

Man-to-man coverage is as straightforward as it sounds – each defender is
assigned a specific receiver and is responsible for sticking with them throughout
the play. This coverage is useful when defending against teams with specific
dominant receivers, as it allows the defense to focus on shutting down those key
targets.

In man-to-man coverage, defensive backs must have excellent agility and
coverage skills to stay with their assigned receivers. They need to anticipate the
routes and maintain tight coverage to prevent any separation. This coverage also
requires trust and coordination among the linebackers and safeties to provide
adequate help over the top.

4. Double Team Coverage

Double team coverage is a strategy used to neutralize star receivers or tight ends
who pose a significant threat to the defense's passing game. It involves assigning
two defenders to a single receiver, providing tight coverage and limiting their
options.

This coverage requires excellent communication and coordination between the
two defenders. They need to work together to eliminate any chances for the
receiver to make plays. By double teaming a key target, the defense forces the



quarterback to look for alternative options or hold onto the ball longer, increasing
the likelihood of a sack or an incomplete pass.

5. Anticipating Routes

One of the essential aspects of effective pass coverage is anticipating the routes
run by the receivers. This allows defenders to react faster and be in better
positions to make plays on the ball. By studying film and understanding the
tendencies of opposing offenses and specific receivers, defenders can gain an
advantage in anticipating routes.

Defensive backs need to read the wide receiver's body language, footwork, and
any other subtle cues that can indicate their route. By recognizing these patterns,
defenders can be proactive in their positioning, increasing the chances of
interceptions or pass breakups.

Shutting down the modern pass game is no easy task, but with the right coverage
rules and techniques, it becomes more manageable. Implementing press
coverage, zone coverage, man-to-man coverage, double teaming, and
anticipating routes can keep the passing attack in check and give the defense an
edge.

Building a strong defense requires a combination of skill, athleticism, and football
IQ. By mastering these coverage rules and incorporating them into game
strategies, teams can effectively shut down the modern pass game and disrupt
the timing and rhythm of their opponents.
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Most coverages were designed to combat offenses based out of formations with
two running backs and a tight end. While these coverages were great for their
time, the game has evolved and defensive coverages must evolve with them.

Modern football has created pass first offenses that can shred an unprepared
secondary quickly. The days of drop back zone coverages where defenders drop
into space and hope the receivers run to them are dead.

Pattern Matching Coverages takes the principles of zone defense and combines
it with the pressure of man to man techniques. The simple schemes are designed
to combat the major passing concepts of modern football and pressure
Quarterbacks into making a mistake.

Equip your players with the tools to shut down the modern passing game!
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